
Modulate™ Sneeze Barrier
MOD-SNZ-GRD-HW MOD-SNZ-GRD-HW-M
MOD-SNZ-GRD-S-S  MOD-SNZ-GRD-S-P  MOD-SNZ-GRD-P-P
MOD-SNZ-GRD-S-S-M MOD-SNZ-GRD-S-P-M MOD-SNZ-GRD-P-P-M

Encourage social distancing practices for patrons, employees, and guests.  Put the 
Modulate™ Sneeze Guard in every entryway, hallway, common area, 
employee break room,near every restroom, and more!  Modulate™ Sneeze Guards
are available in both magnetic and non-magnetic versions, with printed or unprinted
plex or sintra panels. 

features and benefits:
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- Quick to assemble and set up
- Lightweight and easy to move around
- Able to divide aisles, checkouts, and other high
  traffic areas with a clean, attractive
-Rigid clear plex or opaque white sintra infills
  can be printed or unprinted for custom
  branding or messaging, and can be wiped down
  to maintain a safe and hygenic environment

dimensions:

Shipping

Hardware

Assembled unit: 
36”w x 92.5”h x 17.5”d
134mm(w) x 1200mm(h) 
x 153 mm(d)

Approximate weight:
8 lbs / 4 kg 

Packing case(s):
1 Box

Shipping dimensions: 
48”l x 6”h x 6”d
1219mm(l) x 153mm(h) x 153mm(d)

Shipping Dimensions are for the accessory
kit only, and do not include the shipping dims
for the banner stand.  Please refer to the 
instructions for the specific banner stand for
the additional box weights and dimensions

Approximate total shipping weight:

18 lbs / 7 kg

This product may include the following 

materials for recycle:

aluminum, select wood, fabric, cardboard, 

paper, steel, and plastics.

additional information:

-Snap Button and aluminum tube assembly
- Powder Coated Steel Base Plates
-  Magnetic Option Available for quick
frame to frame snapping, allowing for easy
custom configurations and larger dividing walls

Refer to related graphic template for more
information
Visit: www.exhibitors-handbook.com/
graphic-templates
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Step 1:

Step 2: Step 3:

Use the enclosed Allen Key to attach
the base plates to the bottom half of
the sneeze guard frame.  Attach both plates,
one to each side.  Tighten rmly.

Without removing the plastic wrap from the top frame, snap the top 
frame onto the bottom using the snap button connectors.  The frames 
should snap rmly into place, and stand upright.

Remove the plastic
wrap from around
the top frame, and 
peel away any other
remaining protective
layers of material
tto complete the
assembly of your 
frame!

INCLUDED IN YOUR KIT : 


